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Skobbejak Games Announces Vapour: Part 1

JOHANNESBURG - June 2, 2015 - PRLog -- Skobbejak Games, a new South African based game studio
revealed Vapour, a first person horror that uses a simple display that prevents distracting the player from
the game with unnecessary text, bars or numbers. The game challenges the player in a myriad of ways,
from exploration and puzzle solving to platforming and frantic combat, all coming together in a twisted
non-linear environment. The first episode of the game, titled Vapour: Part 1 is launching on Steam the 3rd
of July, 2015. The studio also started pre-orders and released a new demo on their website:

http://www.skobbejakgames.com

“Skobbejak Games’ mission is to design great games with experiences that are out of the ordinary” said,
Alexander Ehlers Co-Founder of Skobbejak Games. “Vapour achieves this with an engaging universe that
seduces the player with other-worldly events. We plan to produce episodic content that will take this aspect
of the game to the next level with each passing episode.”

Vapour is a first-person horror game set in an eerie and mystical world. Swimming through bloody water,
jumping between cliffs and rooftops, unlocking mysterious doors while fighting your way through the
unforgiving realms of Purgatory. The dynamic powers of the Unity 5 engine creates an atmosphere that
horrifies the player and make nightmares a reality.

For more information, please visit http://www.skobbejakgames.com/vapour-press-kit/

About Skobbejak Games (Pty.) Ltd.

Skobbejak Games is a two man South African game development team, based in Johannesburg, who wants
to develop games that are out of the norm and create ideas that will last. Skobbejak Games is constantly
working on different ways to tell interactive stories. This is evident in their first commercial release game,
Vapour.

Website:  http://www.skobbejakgames.com

Contact
Tiaan Gerber
***@skobbejakgames.com
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